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Abstract We have performed a statistical study of 152 Type III radio bursts ob-
served by Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO)/Waves between
May 2007 and February 2013. We have investigated the flux density between
125 kHz and 16 MHz. Both high- and low-frequency cutoffs have been observed in
60% of events suggesting an important role of propagation. As already reported
by previous authors, we observed that the maximum flux density occurs at 1 MHz
on both spacecraft. We have developed a simplified analytical model of the flux
density as a function of radial distance and compared it to the STEREO/Waves
data.

Keywords: Solar radio emissions, Plasma radiation

1. Introduction

Type III radio bursts are consequence of suprathermal electrons accelerated dur-
ing solar flares (Wild, 1950). The Type III-generating electron beam propagates
outward from the Sun along an open magnetic field line in the interplanetary
(IP) medium with speed ranging from ≈ 0.3c to ≈ 0.05c (Dulk et al., 1987;
Mel’nik, Lapshin, and Kontar, 1999; Dulk, 2000). As the electron beam pro-
duces the bump-on-tail instability, it locally excites intense Langmuir waves at
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the local electron plasma frequency [fpe]. These waves then convert to electro-
magnetic emission via a series of non-linear processes which are still debated and
require better understanding (Melrose, 1980; Robinson and Cairns, 1998).

The generation of Langmuir waves by the beam also produces back-reaction
on the local distribution of electrons, which makes the problem of electron
propagation inherently non-linear. The characteristic scales of electron-beam
propagation (≈ 1 AU) require additional simplifications such as quasi-linear
treatment (Drummond and Pines, 1962; Vedenov, Velikhov, and Sagdeev, 1962;
Pines and Schrieffer, 1962). The relatively low level of the waves is normally
justified by the observations of the mean electric fields associated with Type III
exciters. The numerical simulations of transport and generation as well as re-
absorption of Langmuir waves show that the electron beam can propagate over
large distances with relatively weak losses while at the same time producing a
high level of plasma waves locally (Magelssen and Smith, 1977). The important
aspect of beam–Langmuir wave evolution is the sensitivity to plasma–density
fluctuations in the solar corona and the heliosphere. The density fluctuations can
effectively influence the distribution of waves, which in turn affects the electron
distribution (Smith and Sime, 1979; Melrose, Cairns, and Dulk, 1986). Numer-
ical simulations (Kontar, 2001) also reveal that the plasma inhomogeneities
change the spatial distribution of the waves, while the local electron distribution
is weakly affected. However, the effects of density fluctuations and large–scale
density gradient in the solar plasma becomes noticeable at large distances
(Kontar and Reid, 2009), so that initially injected power-law spectrum becomes
a broken one. Overall, the rate at which plasma waves are induced by an unstable
electron beam is reduced by background density fluctuations, most acutely when
fluctuations have large amplitudes or small wavelengths. Numerical simulations
(Reid and Kontar, 2010) further show a direct correlation between the spectrum
of the double power-law below the break energy and the turbulent intensity of
the background plasma.

Langmuir waves can be converted via the plasma emission process
(Ginzburg and Zhelezniakov, 1958) into electromagnetic radiation: Type III ra-
dio bursts either at fpe [the fundamental [F ] component], and/or at 2fpe [the
harmonic [H ] component]. Although this mechanism has been extensively inves-
tigated, the conversion itself still remains under debate. Type III radio bursts
can be observed from metric to kilometric wavelengths (Reiner et al., 2000).
From metric to decametric wavelengths we can usually distinguish the F -
and H -components while the F -component is often more intense than the
H -component. At kilometric wavelengths it is problematic to determine the
observed component. Kellogg (1980) has developed a method for determination
of the component for cases when Type III triggering electron beams intersect
the spacecraft.

Propagation of Type III radio bursts from the source to the spacecraft is af-
fected both by refraction in density gradients and scattering by inhomogeneities
in the solar wind ranging on all scales from ≈ 100 km to ≈ 0.3 AU. These effects
result in the shifted position of a source location, enlargement of the source size,
and decrease of the flux density and degree of polarization (Dulk, 2000). Better
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understanding of proper images of radio sources may shed light on physical
processes along the path of the exciter electrons in the IP medium.

While previous solar spacecraft used for Type III radio-burst investigation
were all spin-stabilized (International Sun/Earth Explorer 3, Ulysses, Wind,
etc.), Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO; Kaiser et al., 2008)
is the first three-axis stabilized solar mission to observe these waves. With the
two identical STEREO spacecraft and their suite of state-of-the-art instruments,
we can study mechanisms and sites of solar energetic-particle acceleration in the
low corona and the IP medium. The STEREO/Waves instrument enables us to
measure radio flux density from decametric to kilometric wavelengths. Therefore
we can investigate global distributions of radio sources in the solar wind when
an appropriate electron-density model is used.

In this article, we present statistical results on the frequency spectra of Type
III radio bursts at long (i.e. from dekametric to kilometric) wavelengths observed
by STEREO/Waves. This is the first of two linked articles that summarize
our findings on statistical properties of Type III radio bursts. In this article
we focus on a flux density and its relation to electron beams producing these
bursts. Goniopolarimetric (GP; also referred to as direction-finding) results will
be discussed in the second article (Krupar et al., 2014).

In Section 2 we describe the instrumentation and data processing. In Section 3
we analyze two Type III radio bursts and describe our statistical data set. Next
we present a statistical examination of Type III radio bursts with focus on
the frequency spectra and the model of the flux density as a function of the
radial distance. In Section 4 we summarize our findings and we make concluding
remarks.

2. Instrumentation and Methodology

2.1. The STEREO/Waves Instrument

STEREO provides us with first stereoscopic measurements of the solar phenom-
ena using identical instruments onboard (Biesecker, Webb, and St. Cyr, 2008).
The two STEREO spacecraft are three-axis stabilized and carry the
STEREO/Waves instruments, which measure electric-field fluctuations be-
tween 2.5 kHz and 32.025 MHz (Bougeret et al., 2008; Bale et al., 2008). The
three monopole antenna elements (six meters long), made from beryllium–
copper, are used by STEREO/Waves to measure electric-field fluctuations
(Bale et al., 2008). Although we use three orthogonal antennas, their effective
antenna directions [ζeff and ξeff ] and lengths [leff ] are different from the physical
ones due to their electrical coupling with the spacecraft body.

For our survey we have used data from the High Frequency Receiver (HFR:
a part of the STEREO/Waves instrument; Bougeret et al., 2008), which is a
dual-channel receiver (connected to two antennas at one time) operating in the
frequency range 125 kHz – 16.025 MHz with a 25 kHz effective bandwidth. HFR
has instantaneous GP capabilities between 125 kHz and 1975 kHz allowing us to
retrieve the direction of arrival of an incoming electromagnetic wave, its flux, and
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its polarization properties (Cecconi et al., 2008). HFR consists of two receivers:
HFR1 (125 kHz – 1975 kHz, 38 frequency channels) and HFR2 (2025 kHz –
16.025 MHz, 281 frequency channels). HFR1 provides us with auto- and cross-
correlations on all antennas (three monopoles), while HFR2 has retrieved only
two auto-correlations (one monopole and one dipole) for most of the time since
May 2007.

Using a semiempirical model of electron density [ne] in the solar corona and IP
medium (Sittler and Guhathakurta, 1999) we can assign particular frequencies
to radial distances from the Sun. Consequently STEREO/Waves/HFR allows us
to investigate GP properties of radio sources located between 4 R⊙ and 40 R⊙

while the intensity is measured up to 1 R⊙ above the Sun’s surface (Figure 1).
For converting the voltage power spectral density at the terminals of the

antennas [V 2: V2Hz−1] into physical units we have applied the method described
by Zaslavsky et al. (2011). In order to compute the flux density [S: Wm−2Hz−1]
as below, we need to know the effective antenna lengths and receiver properties.

S =
V 2

Z0Γ2l2eff
, (1)

Γ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ca

Ca + Cs

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (2)

where Z0 =
√

µ0/ǫ0 ≈ 120π denotes the impedance of vacuum. The Γ-coefficient
is the gain factor of the receiver-antenna system and is composed from the
antenna capacitance [Ca] and the stray capacitance [Cs].

The model of the galactic background brightness [Bmodel], as a nearly stable
isotropic source, allows us to determine reduced effective antenna lengths [Γleff ]
according to Zaslavsky et al. (2011):

Γleff =

(

3

4πZ0

V 2
− V 2

noise

Bmodel

)1/2

, (3)

Bmodel = B0f
−0.76
MHz e−τ , (4)

τ = 3.28f−0.64
MHz (5)

where B0 = 1.38× 10−19 Wm−2Hz−1sr−1 and fMHz is the frequency in MHz
(Novaco and Brown, 1978). The V 2

noise represents a square noise generated by the
receiver itself and hence should be subtracted before the antenna calibration. We
have adapted V 2

noise values from Zaslavsky et al. (2011):

• V 2
noise = −160.9 dB for STEREO-A channel1

• V 2
noise = −162.8 dB for STEREO-A channel2

• V 2
noise = −162.4 dB for STEREO-B channel1

• V 2
noise = −165.9 dB for STEREO-B channel2
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These values have been obtained by χ2-minimization considering the V 2
noise

to be frequency independent (Zaslavsky et al., 2011). We have performed the
same analysis as Zaslavsky et al. (2011) in order to obtain accurate reduced
effective antenna lengths [Γleff ] as a function of frequency (Figure 2). These
parameters have been retrieved by comparing the lowest 1% of the data ob-
served within one day (13 January 2007) and the modeled galactic background
[V 2

galaxy] using the Equation (3). The low frequency part [f < 750 kHz] is
mostly affected by the shot noise induced by solar-wind particles impacting
on the antennas (Bougeret et al., 2008) and by the quasi-thermal noise (QTN)
produced by the ambient plasma (Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989). Since these
effects are stronger than the galactic background, the method used is not reliable
for retrieving Γleff for the low frequency part.

On the other hand, the short dipole approximation for STEREO antennas is
not valid for frequencies above≈ 4 MHz since corresponding wavelengths become
comparable with the reduced effective antenna length [Γleff ] and thus induced
voltages are not proportional to electric field fluctuations (Bale et al., 2008). In
Figure 2 we can identify several frequency channels (24 for STEREO-A and 26 for
STEREO-B from a total of 319, i.e. 7%) with larger Γleff than their neighboring
frequency channels. When the measured signal is significantly larger than the
fit of the galactic background model, it is likely that this discrepancy is due
to instrumental effects, e.g. frequency interferences (Zaslavsky et al., 2011). We
have excluded these outlying values of Γleff from our analysis.

For HFR1 (f < 2 MHz) we have used fixed reduced antenna effective lengths
(e.g. see dashed lines in Figure 2 for the Z antennas). Measured fluxes by the
three monopoles have been transformed into the orthogonal frame using effective
antenna directions obtained by observations of the non-thermal Auroral Kilomet-
ric Radiation (AKR) during STEREO-B roll maneuvers (Krupar et al., 2012).
As no AKR has been observed by STEREO-A, the effective directions have been
assumed to be the same. The three calculated orthogonal components of the flux
density are summed to obtain the total flux density induced by an incident radio
wave.

The antenna calibration for HFR2 (f > 2 MHz) is more complex, as
two effects play a part, resulting in the reduced antenna effective length be-
ing larger than the physical one for higher frequencies above ≈ 12 MHz
(Zaslavsky et al., 2011). The first effect is the half-wave resonance that changes
the effective antenna formulas to be functions of frequency. The second one
is the increase of Γ above one due to the electrical-circuit resonance as the
antenna becomes inductive (Ca → −Cs). Above 12 MHz the reduced effective
antenna length rapidly changes and the conversion to physical units according
to Equation (1) becomes inaccurate. For HFR2 we have used reduced antenna
effective lengths from Figure 2 as a function of frequency. We have summed
both contributions of the X–Y dipole and the Z-monopole to obtain the total
flux density.

In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio we have subtracted receiver back-
ground levels from the data before we performed our analysis. These levels have
been calculated as the median values over a period of 15 days (7 before, the corre-
sponding one, and 7 after) of the given auto-correlation for each channel–antenna
configuration separately.
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3. Results and Discussion

We have manually selected 152 time–frequency intervals when Type III radio
bursts have been observed by STEREO/Waves between May 2007 and Febru-
ary 2013. The separation angle between spacecraft in the ecliptic plane ranged
between 7◦ (May 2007) and 180◦ (February 2011). We have included only simple
and isolated events when flux density was intense enough for the GP analysis.

3.1. 6 May 2009 Type III Radio Burst

As an example from our list of events we present a Type III radio burst observed
on 6 May 2009 by both STEREO spacecraft (Figure 3). A faint A3.8 X-ray
flare located at N20◦E65◦ triggered the Type III radio burst. During this event
STEREO-A was at 48.2◦ West from the Sun–Earth line at 0.96 AU from the
Sun whereas STEREO-B was located at 46.9◦ East and 1.02 AU from the Sun.
The separation angle between the STEREO spacecraft in the ecliptic plane was
95◦. STEREO-B, located near the source by 18.1◦ longitude, observed the Type
III radio burst to have been much intense than STEREO-A being at 113.2◦

longitude from the source. Also the spectral shape of the emission at STEREO-
B is much broader than at STEREO-A. The onset time of the Type III radio
burst was observed about one minute earlier at STEREO-B than at STEREO-A.
Whilst the frequency cutoff was not observed at STEREO-B, the radio burst is
detected between 325 kHz and 5 MHz only at STEREO-A.

As we do not observe the triggering electron beam, we are unable to use
the method of Kellogg (1980) to distinguish the F - and H -components of the
Type III radio burst. When both components are observed, the F -component
has typically larger flux density than the H -component (Dulk et al., 1998). Using
Monte Carlo simulations, Thejappa, MacDowall, and Kaiser (2007) showed that
scattering due to random density fluctuations at 120 kHz extends the visibility
of the F -and H -components from ≈ 18◦ to ≈ 90◦ and from ≈ 80◦ to ≈ 150◦,
respectively. In other words, the F -component is visible only in a narrow cone
from a source only when compared to H -component being visible almost every-
where. From spectral shapes and relative positions between the spacecraft and
the flare site, we may conclude that STEREO-B most probably observed the F -
and H -components whereas STEREO-A measured the H -component only.

Figure 4 displays peak fluxes as a function of frequency for STEREO-A (on
the left) and STEREO-B (on the right). A signal detected at STEREO-B is
about 100× larger than at STEREO-A. It is in agreement with position of the
solar flare site, detected a lower signal at STEREO-A (Figure 4), and an observed
difference of onset times between the two spacecraft (Figure 3). The maximum
flux density at both spacecraft occurs at ≈ 1.5 MHz.

We may identify a discontinuity in the HFR1/HFR2 connection at 2 MHz on
STEREO-A but not on STEREO-B.

3.2. 23 November 2011 Type III Radio Burst

As another example we present a Type III radio burst observed on 23 November
2011 by the two STEREO spacecraft. STEREO-A was at 106.1◦ West from the
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Sun–Earth line at 0.97 AU from the Sun while STEREO-B was located 105.4◦

East at 1.09 AU from the Sun. The separation angle between the STEREO
spacecraft in the ecliptic plane was 149◦. Figure 5 shows flux density [S] from
STEREO-A and STEREO-B when an intense Type III radio burst was detected
at around 15:55 UT. We have not linked this event to any solar flare as the
active region was probably located on the far side of the Sun from the Earth’s
perspective. The radio burst covers the full frequency range at STEREO-A.
STEREO-B observed the emission above 275 kHz.

Figure 6 displays peak fluxes as a function of frequency for STEREO-A (on
the left) and STEREO-B (on the right). A signal detected at STEREO-A is
about ten times larger than at STEREO-B. The maximum flux density occured
at 625 kHz. We observed increase of the flux above 8 MHz at both spacecraft.
This increase can be caused by the antenna calibration when we are close to
the half wave resonance. Moreover, some additional calibration effects may take
place here. We have decided to keep such events in our data set since this flux
increase might be a real feature of Type III radio bursts.

We do not identify any discontinuity in the HFR1/HFR2 connection at
2 MHz, which suggests that we can combine measurements of the monopole
mode (HFR1) with the dipole/monopole mode (HFR2).

3.3. Data Set

Table 1 summarizes Type III radio bursts included in our statistical sur-
vey. Numbers of events from both spacecraft are about the same. For the
reasons described in Section 3.1 we do not distinguish F/H components at
long wavelengths in our data set. Generally, the F component is more in-
tense and more directive when compared to the H component (Dulk, 2000;
Thejappa, MacDowall, and Kaiser, 2007). These two opposing effects cause un-
certainty which of the two components is predominant in our data set. Therefore,
we will discuss our results considering that both plasma emission processes take
place.

The topmost panel of Figure 7 displays the histogram of the observed
Type III radio bursts vs time at STEREO-A and STEREO-B. The middle
panel is the separation angle between STEREO-A and STEREO-B. The last
panel contains absolute measurements of flux density from the Sun at a wave-
length of 10.7 centimeters averaged over the month measured on the ground
(www.spaceweather.gc.ca). This value can be used as an estimator of the solar
activity. Although the Sun exhibited increased activity as of 2011 we do not
have many events from this period since we include only simple and isolated
emissions.

We have compared onset times of Type III radio bursts with onset times of
solar flares listed by the Lockheed Martin Solar and Astrophysics Laboratory
(www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/latest events archive.html). We have been able to link
only 31 bursts with solar flares (from total of 152, i.e. 20% of all events). Since
X-ray imagers are located close to the Earth, we have more linked events in
2007 (up to 45%, when the two STEREO were near the Earth) compared to
2012 – 2013 when only few Type III radio bursts have been associated (the two
STEREO spacecraft were on the far side of the Sun).
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Figure 8 shows a histogram of solar flares responsible for the aforementioned
31 Type III radio bursts (flare class A: 6 events, flare class B: 15 events, flare
class C: 9 events, flare class M: 1 event). Generally, more intense solar flares
trigger complex Type III radio bursts which are not the area of our interest.

We have also compared events from our data set with ground-based observa-
tions. The results will be addressed in a separate publication.

3.4. Frequency Distribution

Figure 9 displays histograms of frequencies of all Type III radio bursts from our
data set for STEREO-A (solid line) and STEREO-B (dotted line). When com-
bined with the number of events (Table 1) it demonstrates the number of data
points used in our survey. Although fpe at STEREO is typically around 30 kHz,
only 35% (STEREO-A) and 25% (STEREO-B) of events have been measured
up to 125 kHz corresponding to the lowest-frequency channel of HFR. Our sta-
tistical results on low-frequency cutoffs are generally comparable with previous
studies dedicated to Wind and Ulysses observations, e.g. by Leblanc et al. (1996)
and Dulk et al. (1996). Leblanc, Dulk, and Hoang (1995) suggest that the low-
frequency cutoff can be explained as i) an intrinsic characteristic of the radiation
mechanism, ii) an effect of a directivity of the radiation, and iii) propagation
effects between the source and the observer.

On the other hand more than 40% of Type III radio bursts are observed up
to 16 MHz, which corresponds to a source position located ≈ 1 R⊙ and ≈ 1.6 R⊙

above the Sun’s surface assuming the F - and H -emission, respectively (Figure 1).
Concerning high-frequency cutoffs, Dulk (2000) investigated 269 events observed
by the Wind spacecraft and 70% of them started at frequencies below 13.8 MHz
– the maximum frequency recorded by the instrument. In our dataset we have
around 50% of radio bursts that commence at frequencies below 13 MHz.

3.5. Statistical Analysis of the Frequency Spectra

We have identified frequencies corresponding to the maximum-flux density for
each Type III radio burst separately. Table 2 contains statistical distributions of
these peak frequencies. Medians of peak frequencies are around 1 MHz (825 kHz
at STEREO-A and 925 kHz at STEREO-A) which is in agreement with previous
observations. Weber (1978) found in data from the Interplanetary Monitoring
Platform-H (IMP-6) spacecraft (30− 9900 kHz) that the maximum flux density
occurs at ≈ 1 MHz.

We have investigated median values of the flux density S vs. frequency (see
Figure 10). As the distribution has a log-normal character, we have used median
values instead of mean ones. The maximum flux density (3× 10−18 Wm−2Hz−1

or 3× 104 sfu) occurs at ≈ 1 MHz on both spacecraft. The low-frequency part is
affected by the QTN and shot noise, especially for STEREO-A.We have observed
a slight increase of flux at STEREO-A for frequencies above 10 MHz but not
at STEREO-B. In the case of STEREO-B, it is covered by noise as the 75th
percentile exhibits the same trend (Figures 4 and 6). This increase can be caused
by inconsistencies of the antenna calibration when we are close to the half-wave
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resonance (Figure 2). On the other hand it can be a real feature of Type III radio
bursts. Unfortunately, we cannot compare our results with previous studies since
this frequency range (8 MHz — 16 MHz) has not been investigated by space-
borne nor ground-based instruments. Therefore we conclude that measurements
of frequencies above 8 MHz should be considered carefully.

3.6. Interpretation of the 1 MHz maximum

Using the electron-density model of the solar wind we can determine average
distances of radio sources from the Sun of Type III radio bursts (Figure 1). A
frequency of 1 MHz corresponds to a radio source located at≈ 8 R⊙ and≈ 14 R⊙

from the Sun for the F - and H -component, respectively (dashed and dotted lines
in Figure 1). The plasma density [n(r)] in the corona decreases faster than r−2,
but starting from around 7 R⊙ it decreases as r−2 (a solid line in Figure 1).
The 1 MHz maximum in Figure 10 coincides with this region. One should note
that the critical radius of Parker’s model of the solar-wind expansion is typically
about 10 R⊙ being roughly between 8 R⊙ and 14 R⊙.

We have developed a simplified analytical model of the flux density as a
function of radial distance. Let us consider propagation and generation of plasma
waves in the corona. Assuming fast relaxation of the beam, we find that the
beam propagates as a beam-plasma structure (e.g. Kontar, 2001), so that the
1D electron distribution function [f(x, v, t)] is

f(x, v, t) =
nb

n0

exp

(

−

(x− v0t/2)
2

d2

)

, v < v0

= 0, v > v0 , (6)

and the spectral energy density of Langmuir waves with wavenumber k = ωpe/v
is

W (x, v, t) =
menb

v0ωpe

v4
(

1−
v

v0

)

exp

(

−

(x− v0t/2)
2

d2

)

, v < v0 , (7)

where f(x, v, t) is the plateau-like electron distribution function of the beam
electrons, nb their number density, v0 is the maximum velocity of the plateau
electrons, me is electron mass, and W (x, v, t) is the 1D Langmuir-Waves spectral
density. Let us first consider emission at the spatial peak, e.g. x ≈ v0t/2 and
near the spectral peak v ≈ 4/5v0:

W (x, v, t) ≃
nb

ωpe
v30 . (8)

In a case where of the H -component of an electromagnetic (EM) radiation is
saturated we consider its spectral energy density [WEM

H ] to be proportional to
the energy of Langmuir waves (Melrose, 1980):

WEM
H (x, v, t) ≃ W (x, v, t) . (9)

The spectral flux density of the H -component at the Earth [SH ] can be
estimated (the same as if the spacecraft is at 1 AU):
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SH = WEM
H

dk

dω
Avg

1

4πR2
φ

, (10)

where dk/dω = 1/vg, vg is the group velocity of the EM waves, A is the area
of the source, and Rφ is the 1 AU distance. Hence one finds, ignoring constants:

SH ∝

nb

fpe
v30A , (11)

where fpe is the plasma frequency. Further assuming that nbAv
3
0 ∝ r−2, one

obtains

SH ∝

1

r2
1

fpe
. (12)

We have included the model in arbitrary units in Figure 10. The semiempirical
model of electron density of Sittler and Guhathakurta (1999) in the solar corona
and IP medium has been used for estimating fpe. The model of the flux density
as a function of frequency [SH(f = 2fpe)] exhibits a maximum at 4 MHz (cor-
responding to a radio source located at 5 R⊙ from the Sun’s center) that differs
from the observation (maximum at 1 MHz). The model assumes the H -emission
only since a relation between the spectral energy density for the F -emission
WEM

F and the energy of Langmuir waves [W ] is not obvious.
However, we have modified the model for the F-component considering that

the radio flux is proportional between the two components [SF (f = fpe)]. In this
case we have obtained a maximum at 2 MHz being in a better agreement with
the observed maximum at 1 MHz. One should note that this approach is very
simplified omitting many physical processes such as an efficiency of Langmuir
and radio waves conversion, volume of source regions, and scattering of radio
beams by density fluctuations.

4. Summary and Concluding Remarks

Type III radio bursts belong among the most intense electromagnetic emissions
in the heliosphere. They can be observed from tens of kHz up to several GHz.
They are frequently detected by STEREO/Waves instruments, which provide
us with a unique stereoscopic view of radio sources in a frequency range from
125 kHz to 16 MHz. These frequencies correspond to radial distances from the
Sun from 1 R⊙ to 50 R⊙ and 1.6 R⊙ to 85 R⊙ for the F - and H -component,
respectively.

We have investigated properties of 152 simple and isolated Type III radio
bursts observed by the two STEREO spacecraft between May 2007 and February
2013. We show a detailed analysis of two events from our data set, as an example.

Our main statistical results on the frequency spectra are as follows:

i) We have observed the low-frequency cutoff at 125 kHz in 65% — 75% of
events.
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ii) More than 40% of Type III radio bursts are observed up to 16 MHz, which
corresponds to a source position located ≈ 1 R⊙ and ≈ 1.6 R⊙ from the Sun’s
surface for the F - and H -component, respectively.

iii) We have found that the maximum of flux density (S ≈ 3×10−18 Wm−2Hz−1)
occurs at 1 MHz on both spacecraft which corresponds to radio sources located
at 8 R⊙ and 14 R⊙ for the F - and H -component, respectively.

iv) We have introduced a simple model of the radio emission flux density vs.
radial distance which provides us with a peak at a frequency within a factor
of four (the H -component) and two (the F -component) from the observation,
respectively.

The observed low- high-frequency cutoffs can be explained by intrinsic fea-
tures of radio sources, their directivity, and/or propagation effects between the
source and the spacecraft. The source region of radio emissions at 1 MHz cor-
responds to the region where a change of the plasma density gradient takes
place.

We have also observed an increase of the flux density above 8 MHz, which
corresponds to radial distances from the Sun of 1.6 R⊙ and 2.6 R⊙ for the F -
and H -component, respectively. We conclude that results of the radio flux above
8 MHz are questionable probably due to instrumental effects.

The model for the H -component exhibits a peak at 4 MHz. We have modified
the model for the F -component and the obtained maximum at 2 MHz better
corresponds to the maximum observed in the data. One should note that various
assumptions on an electron density profile in the solar wind, variations of an ex-
citer speed, and an electron beam density profile may lead to different maximum
locations.

In the future we plan to perform simulations of the resonant interaction of
an electron beam with Langmuir waves in connection with the observed 1 MHz
maximum.
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Figure 1. Electron density model vs. distance from the Sun for average solar wind parameters
adapted from Sittler and Guhathakurta (1999). The dashed region indicates frequencies where
the STEREO/Waves/HFR provides us with the GP data while in the dotted region we can
retrieve information on wave intensity only. Dashed and dotted lines indicate radial distances
from the Sun where electron density corresponds to a plasma frequency of 1 MHz and 500 kHz,
respectively.
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Figure 2. Reduced effective antenna lengths of X–Y dipole (crosses) and Z monopole
(diamonds) for STEREO-A (left) and STEREO-B (right) vs. frequency obtained from mea-
surements on January 13, 2007. A black-dotted line separates frequency coverage of HFR1
(< 2 MHz) and HFR2 (> 2 MHz). A dashed line indicates the Γleff of the Z monopole used
for HFR1.
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Figure 3. Analysis of measurements recorded from 11:30 to 12:20 UT on 6 May 2009: dynamic
spectra for STEREO-A (top) and STEREO-B (bottom).
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Figure 4. Analysis of measurements recorded from 11:30 to 12:20 UT on 6 May 2009: flux
density (peak flux values) vs. frequency for STEREO-A (left) and STEREO-B (right).
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Figure 5. Analysis of measurements recorded from 15:40 to 16:30 UT on 23 November 2011:
dynamic spectra for STEREO-A (top) and STEREO-B (bottom).
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Figure 6. Analysis of measurements recorded from 15:40 to 16:30 UT on 23 November 2011:
flux density (peak flux values) vs. frequency for STEREO-A (left) and STEREO-B (on the
right).
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Figure 7. Top panel: histogram of observed Type III radio bursts at STEREO-A (solid line)
and STEREO-B (dotted line) between May 2007 and February 2013. Middle: a separation
angle between STEREO-A and STEREO-B. Bottom: monthly averages of the absolute value
of the solar radio flux (1 sfu ≡ 10−22Wm−2Hz−1) retrieved from www.spaceweather.gc.ca.

Figure 8. Histogram of solar flares associated with Type III radio bursts.
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Figure 9. The histogram of frequencies of observed Type III radio bursts at STEREO-A
(solid line) and STEREO-B (dotted line).

Figure 10. Flux density vs. frequency at STEREO-A and STEREO-B for 152 Type III radio
bursts. Solid lines are the medians of the flux for each frequency and dotted lines represent
25th and 75th percentiles. Black crosses on the top denote median and 25th/75th percentiles
of the peak frequency from Table 2. Dashed and dashed–dotted lines represent the model of
the H - and F -component in arbitrary units, respectively.
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